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Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is a mechanism that allows microscopic objects to rapidly exchange
energy. When the two objects are distant, the energy transfer between the donor and acceptor species takes
place via the exchange of a virtual photon. On the contrary, recent ab initio calculations have revealed that
the presence of a third passive species can significantly enhance the ICD rate at short distances due to the
effects of electronic wave function overlap and charge transfer states [Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 083403 (2017)].
Here, we develop a virtual photon description of three-body ICD, allowing us to investigate retardation and
geometrical effects which are out of reach for current ab initio techniques. We show that a passive atom can
have a significant influence on the rate of the ICD process at fairly large interatomic distances, due to the
scattering of virtual photons off the mediator. Moreover, we demonstrate that in the retarded regime ICD
can be substantially enhanced or suppressed depending on the position of the ICD-inactive object, even if
the latter is far from both donor and acceptor species.
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Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an ultrafast
process by which energy can be transferred between
microscopic objects (e.g., atoms, ions, clusters, quantum
dots). First predicted just over two decades ago [1], it
involves an excited donor species that then decays and
transmits sufficient energy to a neighboring acceptor
species that the latter can be ionized. Since most of the
excess energy of the donor is spent ejecting an electron
from the acceptor, a slow electron is left in the continuum
[2]. As well as being one of the experimental signatures of
ICD [3], it has been shown that such slow electrons can be
damaging in a biological context [4].
The ICD rate is an important property in characteriza-

tion of the process. However, its computation is a
challenging task. Most calculations of ICD rates use
techniques adapted from computational quantum chem-
istry, necessitated by the donor and acceptor species being
very closely spaced so that orbital overlap has a dramatic
effect on the system [5,6]. However, at slightly larger
distances it is possible to use a “virtual photon approxi-
mation” [5]. There, the donor and acceptor are considered
as separate objects coupled via the quantized electromag-
netic field. This results in a simple analytic expression for
the rate that depends on the single-body decay rate of the
donor, the photoionization cross section of the acceptor
and their mutual separation. This expression is often used
as a consistency check for the large-distance behavior of a
particular quantum chemical calculation. Furthermore, an
analytical formula for the ICD rate provides a simple

means to investigate large systems based on the decom-
position of the clusters into pairs [7,8].
Recently, a type of three-body ICD mechanism known as

superexchange ICD was proposed [9]. Based on extensive
ab initio calculations, it was shown that the rate of energy
transfer can be substantially enhanced in the presence of a
third ICD-inactive mediating atom. A related process has
also been demonstrated numerically in electronic decay
through OCnF2 chains [10]. However, there is no equiv-
alent of the virtual photon approximation for the three-body
ICD process. This problem can be solved by making use
of a macroscopic quantum electrodynamics (QED) based
approach recently put forward in Ref. [11] where the effects
of the environment near the decaying pair can be accounted
for. It should be mentioned that the corresponding situation
for Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) has been
investigated previously [12,13].
In this Letter we develop the virtual photon approxima-

tion for three-body ICD and find agreement with ab initio
data in the relevant regimes. The new theory allows us to
readily investigate retardation and geometrical effects in
three-body ICD, providing insight into long-range energy
transfer processes that are out of reach for current ab initio
techniques. Our method is based on the recently derived
formula for the ICD rate in a generic medium [11]:

Γ¼2π2
X

channels

γDσAðℏωDÞTr½GðrA;rD;ωDÞ ·G�ðrD;rA;ωDÞ�;

ð1Þ
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where γD is the free-space decay rate of the donor species
and σAðℏωDÞ is the photoionization cross section of the
acceptor. The quantity Gðr; r0;ωÞ is the Green’s tensor of
the Helmholtz equation, describing propagation of excita-
tions of frequency ω from point r0 to r, taking into account
the effects of any environment that may exist between or
around the donor and acceptor.
We consider a process where an ICD-inactive atom

absorbs the virtual photon emitted from the donor and
then re-emits this photon, which is subsequently absorbed
by the acceptor, ejecting an electron and finishing the ICD
process, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In order to calculate the rate in this situation, we need an

explicit form of the Green’s tensor for an environment
consisting of a single atom. To obtain this we expand
the Green’s tensor in a Born series around a known
“background” Green’s tensor Gð0Þ [14], which could
represent a vacuum, a homogeneous medium, a dielectric
plate, or any other geometry for which the Green’s tensor
is analytically known. We have the following:

Gðr;r0;ωÞ¼Gð0Þðr;r0;ωÞ

þμ0ω
2

Z
d3snðsÞGð0Þðr;s;ωÞ ·αðωÞ ·Gðs;r0;ωÞ

ð2Þ

where αðωÞ is the polarizability tensor of the mediating
atom at frequency ω, and μ0 is the vacuum permeability.
The integral runs over the volume of any dielectric bodies
not included in Gð0Þ, each of which has a position-
dependent atomic number density nðrÞ. Equation (2) is
exact but infinitely recursive, nevertheless a result for any
order can be found by repeated substitution. For example
the first order approximation can be obtained by substitut-
ing G → Gð0Þ on the right-hand side of Eq. (2). The result is

the Green’s tensor for the background environment
described by Gð0Þ, with a single atom added. The terms
in this approximation can be visualized as scattering from r0
to r via intermediate scattering points s with coupling
strength determined by αðωÞ. In our system the mediator
is a single atom in a vacuum at position rM, which we
describe via a Dirac delta function number density
nðsÞ ¼ δðs − rMÞ. Using this in the first-order approxima-
tion to the Born series [Eq. (2)] we have

Gð1Þðr; r0;ωÞ ¼ Gð0Þðr;r0;ωÞ
þ μ0ω

2Gð0Þðr;rM;ωÞ · αðωÞ ·Gð0ÞðrM;r0;ωÞ
ð3Þ

The higher-order terms depend on self-interactions, corre-
sponding to quantities like Gð0ÞðrM; rM;ωÞ. These are
already taken into account by using an observed polar-
izability that includes QED corrections [15], meaning that
Eq. (3) is in principle an exact relation. Crucially, Gð1Þ now
only depends on the vacuum Green’s tensor Gð0Þ and the
polarizability α, which are both well known (see, e.g.,
Ref. [16] and the Supplemental Material [17]). Substituting
the Green’s tensor [Eq. (3)] into the rate formula [Eq. (1)],
one finds three types of term which are of zeroth, first, and
second order in the polarizability. One can then proceed to
use the vacuum Green’s tensor in these four terms and work
out ICD rates for arbitrary arrangements of donor, media-
tor, and acceptor. However, the resulting expressions are
extremely complex and lengthy (see Supplemental Material
[17]), so they do not provide much insight or intuition. We
can considerably simplify calculations by anticipating that
the transition wavelength of the donor we consider is far
longer than the few Ångströms at which ICD processes are
active. This means we are in the nonretarded (static)
regime, in which the Green’s tensor is given by (see,
e.g., Ref. [16])

Gð0Þ
NRðr; r0;ωÞ ¼ −

c2

4πω2ρ3
ðI − 3eρ ⊗ eρÞ ð4Þ

where ρ ¼ jr − r0j, eρ is a unit vector in the direction of
r − r0 and I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. We also simplify
the derivation by assuming that the mediator has a real,
isotropic, and frequency-independent polarizability
αðωÞ ¼ αI. It is also useful to work with the polarizability
volume α=ð4πε0Þ (where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity)
rather than the polarizability itself so for the rest of
this article we make the replacement α=ð4πε0Þ ↦ α.
Substituting the nonretarded Green’s tensor [Eq. (3)] into
the rate formula [Eq. (1)], we find

FIG. 1. The process we consider. An excited donor relaxes to
its ground state, emitting a photon which eventually ionizes an
acceptor. On the way, this photon may interact with a mediating
atom, whose contribution is considered perturbatively as far as is
consistent with the perturbation theory that leads to Eq. (1).
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ΓNR ¼ C6

�
1

ρ6AD
þ 3α2

2ρ6MDρ
6
MA

ð1þ cos2θADÞ

−
α

ρ3ADρ
3
DMρ

3
MA

ð1þ 3 cos θDM cos θMA cos θADÞ
�
;

ð5Þ
where we have defined a Hamaker-type coefficient C6 ¼
γDσAðℏωDÞð3c4=4ω4

DÞ and written the result in terms of the
angles and distances defined in Fig. 2. It is interesting to
note that there are certain choices of geometry for which the
rate can be slightly lower than in free space [18], but the
retardation effects discussed later are much more dramatic
so we postpone discussion of suppression until then.
An important special case can be extracted from the

general nonretarded rate [Eq. (5)]. This is the rate ΓL
NR for

a colinear arrangement, in which θMA ¼ θDM ¼ 0 and
θAD ¼ π. Then

ΓL
NR ¼ C6

ρ6AD

�
1þ 2

3
uNR þ u2NR

�
; ð6Þ

where uNR ¼ αρ3AD=ðρ3DMρ3MAÞ is a dimensionless number
indicating the strength of the interaction with the mediator,
which must be less than unity for our perturbative approach
to be applicable. For comparison with recent ab initio
work [9], we further assume that the mediator is halfway
between the donor and acceptor (ρDM ¼ ρMA ¼ ρAD=2),
giving a very simple result:

Γmid
NR ¼ C6

�
1

ρ6AD
þ 128α

ρ9AD
þ 12 288α2

ρ12AD

�
: ð7Þ

Equation (7) can now be compared to ab initio calcu-
lations. As in Ref. [9], we consider the case where the donor
and acceptor are both neon, and the mediator is helium.
Before making this comparison, however, we note that in
Ref. [9] excited configurations of the type NeþHe�Ne were
excluded from the calculations, meaning we should con-
sider only the static polarizability of the helium, given by
αHe ¼ 0.205 Å3 [19].

We also need a value for the two-body coefficient C6,
which can in principle be calculated from known values of
the free-space decay rate of the donor γD, the photoioni-
zation cross section of the acceptor σAðℏωDÞ and the
transition frequencies involved in the process ωD. Indeed
this can be done for the system of interest here with results
coinciding up to small numerical factors, but due to
complications of the type discussed in [5], we determine
the C6 from ab initio calculations. We do this by removing
the mediator from the system, and place the neon atoms far
enough apart that a 1=ρ6AD distance dependence is seen.
Shown in Fig. 3 is the comparison between the ICD

widths given in our new approach by Eq. (7), and the
calculated with the ab initio Fano-algebraic diagrammatic
construction (ADC)-Stieltjes method [6,20] (see Ref. [9]
for details of the calculations). As seen in the upper panel,
the results deviate significantly from the ab initio data if

FIG. 2. Definitions of geometrical quantities. Path 1 and Path 2
indicate the forward and backward parts of the closed trajectory
corresponding to the first order diagram (i) (cf. Fig. 1).

FIG. 3. ICD rate vs donor-acceptor distance, with the mediator
placed at the midpoint, C6 ¼ 3.6 eV and α ¼ αHe ¼ 0.205 Å3.
NeNe denotes the situation when the mediator is removed
entirely, NeHeNe in the upper plot represents the same data as
presented in Ref. [9], while the lower plot contains new high-
resolution data calculated for this Letter. The error bars on the
ab initio data are 3%, which comes from the standard deviation of
the decay widths calculated by Fano-ADC-Stieltjes method. In
the lower panel we have also included the rate if the NeHeNe
trimer is placed a ¼ 3 Å away from a perfectly reflecting surface.
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ρAD ≲ 7 Å. This is to be expected for at least two reasons.
First, the virtual photon method should fail when there is
significant wave function overlap, as discussed in detail in
Ref. [5]. Second, the superexchange enhancement seen
below 7 Å in Ref. [9] relies on intermediate states that
include charge transfer, where the helium gains an
electron to become He−, which are not included in our
virtual photon approach. The contribution of these charge
transfer intermediate states to three-body ICD decreases
exponentially with the neon-neon distance; we therefore
concentrate on distances larger than 7 Å. As shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 3, the ICD widths obtained with both
approaches agree well, supporting the general approach
taken here.
It should be mentioned that, even without the inclusion

of the charge transfer intermediate states, a clear enhance-
ment of the ICD rates is seen. In our approach, any
mediator dependence of the rate is to be understood as
coming from the mediator’s modification of the electro-
magnetic field that couples the donor and acceptor
species, rather than modification of atomic properties
themselves.
Finally, we emphasize the general applicability of our

approach with an additional example using an inhomog-
enous macroscopic background, namely a perfectly reflect-
ing plate. Substituting the nonretarded limit of the relevant
Green’s tensor (see Supplemental Material [17] and
Ref. [21]) into Eq. (1), one finds the rate suppression
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3, which is consistent with
our earlier two-body work [11].
All the results shown so far are in the nonretarded regime,

as can be seen by noting that photon frequencies in Ref. [9]
are determined by the 2s−1 → 2p−1 transition ofNeþ, which
has a wavelength of 460 Å. Retardation sets in at the
transitionwavelength divided by 2π, which for this system is
an order of magnitude longer than all considered separations
of donor, mediator, and acceptor. Nevertheless, since the
method used here intrinsically includes retardation [11], we
can put the three-body ICDprocess into a broader context by
considering the consequences of using a donor with a higher
transition frequency, or, equivalently, large spacing between
the three atoms. Physical systems which may fulfill these
criteria include highly charged or hollow ions, as discussed
in detail in our previous work [11], and experimentally
observed in the context of Förster resonance energy transfer
in solids [22]. One of the most striking consequences of
retardation is that the ICD rate can oscillate in space if the
mediator is placed anywhere other than on the line joining
donor and acceptor. To see this, we use the Green’s tensor
in its retarded (far-field) limit as found in, e.g., Ref. [16] and
the Supplemental Material [17],

Gð0Þ
R ðr; r0;ωÞ ¼ eiωρ=c

4πρ
ðI − eρ ⊗ eρÞ; ð8Þ

in Eq. (1) via Eq. (3), giving a rateΓR. For a generalmediator
position, this is a very long and unwieldy expression, so
we only report an explicit formula for the rate ΓL

R in the
colinear arrangement

ΓL
R ¼ C2

ρ2AD

�
1þ u2R þ 2uR

�
cos ð2ωDρAM=cÞ if θAD ¼ 0

1 if θAD ¼ π

�
;

ð9Þ

where uR ¼ αρ2ADωD
2=ðρADρAMρDMc2Þ is a dimensionless

number describing the strength of the interaction, θAD is
defined in Fig. 2, and C2 ¼ γDσAðℏωDÞ=4. When the
mediator is outside the region between donor and acceptor,
spatial oscillations occur. This is shown in Fig. 4, where we
have plotted the rate [Eq. (9)] for fixed donor and acceptor
positions, and a mediator whose position is allowed to vary.
It is remarkable that, in the retarded (far-field) regime, the
ICD rate between donor and acceptor can be strongly
suppressed by placing an ICD-inactive atom outside the
region between them. Such suppression comes from proc-
esses where the mediator interacts once with the electro-
magnetic field [i.e., the oscillatory term in Eq. (9) is linear
in α]. This, coupled with the fact that no oscillations occur
if θAD ¼ π, demonstrates that the oscillations have their
origin in the phase accumulated along the example trajectory
indicated in Fig. 2, which is determined by the phase
difference between the (mediated) forward path 1 and the
(direct) backward path 2.
We briefly mention here that the results presented in

Fig. 4 can, in principle, be measured in a small cluster
composed of two heavy rare gas atoms and one (or few)
helium atom(s). Taking two heavy atoms allows us to reach
the retarded regime after the core ionization of one of these
atoms. Furthermore, helium is so light and inert that the
helium atom can be found nearly anywhere around other
rare gas atoms (see, e.g., Refs. [23,24]). Using a pump
probe setup as in Ref. [25] and a coincidence ion-momenta
spectrometer (see, e.g., Refs. [26,27]), it would be possible
to measure the decay rates as functions of the helium
position relative to the heavy atom pair.
Our theory can be extended to the many-mediator case

using a simple approach where either a sum over a set of
weakly interacting mediators is taken, or they are con-
sidered as a macroscopic background medium in the two-
body case. A full calculation is not straightforward since
both the general formula [Eq. (1)] and the Green’s tensor
[Eq. (3)] are perturbative in the polarizability of the atoms.
A more advanced approach is also possible, where one
mediator (e.g., the decaying pair’s nearest neighbor) is
considered microscopically, while the rest of the cluster is
taken into account as a macroscopic background like the
reflecting surface shown in Fig. 3. The latter has the
advantage that an analytically known Green’s tensor is
nonperturbative in α, already taking into account the
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microscopic interactions between the atoms making up the
environment to all orders in their polarizability. This
would circumvent the delicate perturbation theory men-
tioned above, while still describing one mediator micro-
scopically. Finally, the dynamical polarizability could even
be used in Eq. (3) in order to account for possible
resonances between the virtual photon energy and the
excited states of the mediator.
In this Letter we have presented a virtual photon

approximation for three-body ICD by taking advantage
of the recently introduced theoretical approach for calcu-
lation of the rate in arbitrary environments [11]. Our
approach is consistent with earlier ab initio work, and
goes beyond it by exploring the retarded regime and
including external macroscopic environments. In the con-
text of the former we make a surprising prediction that a
carefully placed mediator can cause almost complete
suppression of the rate in an experimentally accessible
situation, providing a powerful tool for the control and
manipulation of ICD rates.
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